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About a mile to the north of the little Lincolnshire hilltop town of Caistor, just off the Brigg Road, lies Hundon
Manor. It is an attractive 18th century pantiled red-brick and flint farmhouse, with 19th and 20th century alterations.
The roof has also been described as of slate, perhaps before alteration. There were extensive outbuildings to the west,
though now largely demolished or replaced.
At the end of the Victorian era the owner, a Mr Thomas Ford, developed a commercial trout farm here in an early
example of tourist diversification. The house and associated ponds became a show place where many notable people
were entertained and advised, including the Duke of Bedford.
In the 1930s the Youth Hostels Association of England and Wales was in its infancy. It grew very rapidly, largely by
coming to arrangement with many farm holders, small tourist businesses and individuals to use their premises, in part
or whole, on an adopted basis. Arrangements at these places were usually ad hoc. YHA took on the premises as tenants,
usually offering the owners a generous cut of the one shilling overnight fee and profits from any meals provided. These
were financially depressed times; struggling property owners were glad of any extra income, especially in the rural areas
most attractive to this new breed of rambler and cyclist. Large mansions rented or owned and fully controlled by the
Association and capable of holding a hundred or more hostellers were relative rare, if growing in importance and
number by the mid-1930s, yet the adopted hostel held sway until the end of the war.
Hundon Manor youth hostel opened in 1936, before April. Influential in establishing this location was the Grimsby
Wayfarers’ Association, a branch of the Lincolnshire Ramblers’ Federation, whose members were also responsible for
finding two different obscure farmstead youth hostels eight miles to the south of Caistor at Tealby, in 1933 and 1934,
each lasting just a few months. They investigated the idea of building a hostel there in 1935 without success.

A rare postcard of Caistor youth hostel (YHA Archive)
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Much further away, at Farforth south of Louth, the GWA had opened a weekend base in 1934 in an empty farmhouse
and ascribed it to YHA. That lasted more than a dozen years, and led directly to the opening of Woody’s Top youth
hostel, lasting another 70.
Soon after war broke out in September 1939 the YHA Sheffield Sub-Region Autumn Bulletin advised that the hostel
was still operating, but it seems to have closed permanently before October. It is not known if the withdrawal was
enforced by the war. The 1940 handbook continued to show the hostel, in thwarted anticipation.
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Two images of Hundon Manor kindly provided by Mr P Robinson.
1: an image from 1930, six years before the hostel’s opening. The house looks well-cared for;
2: an unattributed press cutting from the YHA years
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Three images of the attractive Hundon Manor taken by the author in July 2012, by permission of Mr P Robinson
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